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ABSTRACT

A novel double-step intercritical annealing (DSIA) process was conducted on Fe-0.16C-4.7Mn-1.6Al-0.2Si transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) steel. In a present study, an effect of different heating and cooling rates applied to the second intercritical annealing (IA) step on the microstructure was studied in detail by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. The quantitative analysis of the retained austenite fractions for particular heat treatment variants was carried out via X-ray diffraction (XRD). The formation of complex microstructures containing a small fraction of ferrite, retained austenite and two types of martensite was observed regardless on the applied heating and cooling rates. It was found that the soft ferrite can be replaced by martensite through the incomplete stabilization of austenite with C and Mn during short second intercritical annealing step. The heating rate influences significantly the kinetics of austenite formation during the second heat treatment step. Low heating rates ensure more time for formation and homogenization of austenite during heating improving its thermal stability. Thus, the best balance of martensite and austenite fractions in combination with homogenous morphology of the microstructure was noted for the specimen heated at a rate of 3 °C/s, which was the lowest one in the reported experiment.

1. Introduction

Medium manganese steels containing 3–12 wt% of Mn are potential candidates suited for automotive applications, where the high strength together with good ductility are needed. Medium-Mn steels offer the product of tensile strength and total elongation at a level of 30–50 GPa% [1–3]. The beneficial mechanical properties exhibited by medium-Mn steels are attributed to the presence of metastable retained austenite (RA), which transforms into martensite upon deformation leading to transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) effect. Typically, these steels are produced via single-step intercritical annealing (IA) process in order to obtain the microstructure composed of fine ferrite (80–60 vol%) and austenite (20–40 vol%) [4–7]. The proper design of the thermal treatment schedule of IA process is crucial for obtaining an optimal balance between ferrite and austenite volume fractions of desired morphology. The IA conditions should allow for providing the effective carbon and manganese diffusion from ferrite to austenite in order to stabilize it at room temperature. The amounts of Mn and C that are partitioned into the austenite have strong influence on the effectiveness of TRIP effect and thus the final mechanical properties of steel [8,9]. Chandan et al. [5] reported that Fe-0.3C-8.1Mn-1.1Si-1.5Al steel subjected to IA showed the tensile strength of 1000–1100 MPa and total elongation at a level of 22–30%.

Besides of many advantages of intercritically annealed medium manganese steels, they show some technological problems related to the discontinuous yielding behavior [10,11] and poor local deformability of
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sheet edges [12,13], which is related to the significant difference in hardness of neighboring phases leading to formation of cracks. This problem can be solved by substituting the significant part of the soft ferrite with low-carbon martensite [14–16]. Results of studies reported by Steineder et al. [17,18] and Gibbs et al. [19] show that introducing some fraction of athermal martensite can have a positive effect on the strength-ductility balance and the continuous yielding behavior of medium-Mn steels.

The novel heat treatment allowing an increase in strength and formability of medium-Mn steel sheets was first proposed by Speer et al. [14] for a 0.14C–7.17Mn–0.21Si steel. This concept assumes the application of additional intercritical annealing step before final quench. During the first IA step, which is carried out in a temperature range 650–750 °C, the partitioning of C and Mn from ferrite to austenite takes place and as a result a large fraction of austenite is retained at room temperature. Afterwards, the steel is reheated to a slightly higher temperature for a short time to avoid depletion of austenite in C and Mn. The microstructure during second soaking is composed of primary austenite present after first IA step, newly formed secondary austenite and small fraction of ferrite. After final quenching to the room temperature the secondary austenite formed during second IA step transforms partially into martensite due to the low stability of this phase. The final microstructure is composed of C- and Mn-enriched primary austenite, low-C martensite and a small fraction of ferrite. So far, this type of heat treatment has not been applied for hot-rolled medium-Mn steels, in which the mechanism of austenite nucleation is different than for cold-rolled sheet steel grades [14–16,20,21].

The temperature and duration of IA heat treatment are the key parameters affecting the thermal and mechanical stability of RA. However, heating and cooling rates have also an impact on the microstructure evolution [22,23]. Jing et al. [22] reported that temperature-rise-period in a single step IA had an effect on the Mn distribution in RA grains, which significantly influence the kinetics of strain-induced martensitic transformation (SIMT). So far, this problem has not been analyzed for double-soaked medium-Mn steels. Moreover, the effects of heating and cooling rates have not been analyzed for double-soaked medium-Mn steels. Results on this issue presented in literature concern the effects of heating/cooling rates on medium-Mn steels produced via one-step IA [24–27] or first generation of TRIP steels containing 1.5–2 wt% of Mn [23]. This issue has not been analyzed for medium-Mn Al-rich steels, which is crucial for providing excellent microstructure-property balance in multiphase medium-Mn steels.

The conventional one-step intercritical annealing followed by short second IA step may improve the strength-ductility product of Al-alloyed medium-Mn steel without significant prolonging the duration of heat treatment process, what is important from the industrial point of view. The application of high heating and cooling rates during IA annealing reduces the duration of the production process. Moreover, it was reported in literature [22,28] that the application of high heating/cooling rates may also improve mechanical properties of steels with retained austenite.

Therefore, the present study addresses the influence of heating and cooling rates during the second IA step on the microstructure of Al-alloyed medium-Mn steel.

2. Material and experiments

2.1. Initial material and heat treatment

The hot-rolled 4.5 mm steel with chemical composition shown in Table 1 was investigated. To maintain weldability at an acceptable level, the chemical composition design included a carbon content of 0.16 wt%. The casting was carried out in a vacuum induction furnace using Ar protective atmosphere. Afterwards, the laboratory ingot was annealed at 1200 °C for 3 h to homogenize the distribution of alloying elements. Next, the ingot was hot-forged to the shape of 22 mm plate in a temperature range of 1200 °C–900 °C and air cooled to room temperature. Detailed information concerning the processing parameters can be found in work [29].

The heat treatment cycles were performed by means of dilatometry using a high-resolution BAHR dilatometer DIL805A/D. Argon was used as a cooling gas and the temperature was measured by a S-type thermocouple spot welded to the sample. Dilatometric data was analyzed in accordance with ASTM A1033-04 [30]. Specimens before heat treatment were fully austenitized and then air-quenched to the room temperature in order to provide fully martensitic microstructure. The hardenability of investigated steel is high; therefore air cooling is fast enough to obtain fully martensitic microstructure. The cylindrical specimens of 10 mm in length and 4 mm in diameter were machined from the air-quenched material. All samples were first heated to the intercritical region at 680 °C for 30 min and then quenched at 60 °C/s to the room temperature. Results of our previous study [7] showed that the applied heat treatment conditions provide full stabilization of austenite to room temperature. After that a short secondary IA step was performed at a higher temperature (850 °C) for 30s followed by cooling to room temperature. The measured $A_1$ and $A_3$ temperatures are 648 °C and 950 °C, respectively. To characterize the effect of temperature rise/drop period on the microstructure of the investigated steel, two different heating rates were applied: slow (3 °C/s) and fast (80 °C/s) combined with two different cooling rates: slow (10 °C/s) and fast (60 °C/s). The time-temperature schedule is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2. Microstructural characterisation

The microstructures were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques. The quantitative analysis of the fraction of RA after heat treatment was carried out via X-ray diffraction (XRD). The volume fraction of RA measured using the X-ray diffraction (XRD) method was estimated from the average of 3 measurements using the Rietveld method. XRD results were obtained using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro MPD diffractometer equipped with a cobalt source operated at an acceleration voltage of 40 kV and current of 30 mA. A step size of 0.02626° per second over the 20 range from 40° to 115° was applied. Samples for microstructural analysis were cross-sectioned and prepared using standard metallographic procedures. They were mechanically ground with SiC paper up to 2000 grid, polished with a diamond paste (up to 1 μm) and finally with colloidal silica suspension (OPU, 35 nm); then they were etched in 4% nital solution for ~20s at room temperature (20 °C). SEM and EBSD characterizations were carried out in a FEI Quanta FEG 450. The etched samples were observed using secondary electron (SE) mode in the SEM operating at 15–20 kV accelerating voltage. The EBSD measurements were carried out on non-etched samples using a working distance of 15 mm, an accelerating voltage of 20 kV, a probe current of ~2.5 nA and a sample tilt of 70°. Hexagonal scan grid scans were performed over an area of 16 × 16 μm² with a step size of 0.025 μm. The orientation data were postprocessed with OIM-TSL® data Analysis software v. 7.3.1 after applying one step grain confidence index (CI) standardization clean up procedure. The remained pixels with a confidence index CI < 0.1 were removed from the collected EBSD data. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) Titan 80–300, FEI S/TEM equipped with high angular annular dark field (HAADF) and bright field/dark field (BF/DF) detectors and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDS) apparatus operating at an accelerating voltage 300 kV was used to reveal microstructural details.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dilatometric results

Before the second IA step, the microstructure of samples was composed of ferrite, lath-type austenite and some fraction of martensite. Phase transformations during the second IA step were monitored using dilatometry. During the second IA step at 850 °C for 30 s, the transformation of ferrite to secondary austenite is evident through a reduction in a sample length (Fig. 2). On the basis of the results presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that the heating rate has a significant effect on the kinetics of austenite formation during annealing. In case of slow heating (3 °C/s), the nucleation rate of austenite was significantly smaller (Fig. 3) than during heating at a rate of 80 °C/s. Austenite already begins to form gradually during heating because the process time is much longer, which allows diffusion to take place. Then, during holding this transformation continues. Comparing the dilatometric curves during the soaking time, it can be seen that after heating at a rate of 80 °C/s, the nucleation of austenite begins immediately after reaching the annealing temperature. The fraction of austenite formed in specimen heated at a higher rate is higher, when compared to the specimen heated at a rate of 3 °C/s. However, the retained austenite is not chemically homogenous due to short duration of the heating process and thus its thermal stability is reduced.

Upon quenching to the room temperature from the second IA step, an increase in a sample length characteristic for the fresh martensite formation was noted for all samples (Fig. 4). The investigated steel, regardless of the applied heating/cooling conditions, showed quite different thermal stability of RA. A slightly higher fraction of fresh martensite was formed in the specimen heated and cooled at the highest rates: 80 °C/s and 60 °C/s, respectively. The measured Mₜ temperature was the highest in this case: 260 °C and as a result, the highest fraction of fresh martensite was formed during cooling to the room temperature. The low stability of RA can be related to the shorter diffusion distance of Mn due to the short heating time. A higher heating rate may result in local manganese and carbon heterogeneities due to the short time for homogenization of the newly formed austenite [23]. For the slow heating rate (3 °C/s), there is more time for diffusion related to the C/Mn enrichment of RA. For the slowest heating rate (3 °C/s), the material is heat treated for 91 s until cooling begins. This time consists of the heating from the temperature of 668 °C to 850 °C (it takes 61 s) and isothermal holding at 850 °C (30 s). At the high heating rate (80 °C/s), the total duration of heating from 668 °C to 850 °C drops from 61 s to about 2 s. The dissolution kinetics of Mn-rich cementite is much slower than...
for cementite containing only Fe and C [31]. At the highest heating rate 80 °C/s the dissolution of Mn trapped in Mn-rich cementite was limited and thus the stability of RA in this specimen was the lowest. The higher heating rate used in these samples reduces the time for enriching the austenite in carbon and manganese [22]. This reduction is so significant that it cannot be compensated by the soaking time of 30s. Therefore, RA characterized by reduced stability can be present in the microstructure. Moreover, the application of a high cooling rate favors martensitic transformation. Han et al. [32] reported that the gradient of Mn content in primary austenite gradually decreased with increasing annealing time.

### 3.2. Microstructure characterization

The microstructure after first IA step was composed of ferrite, lath-type austenite and some fraction of martensite as shown in Fig. 5a. Numerous fine carbide precipitates are located inside the martensitic laths (Fig. 5b). Such microstructure is typical for austenite reverse transformation (ART) process [31, 33]. Mueller et al. [31] observed the presence of Mn-enriched cementite during IA, which was dissolving very slowly and thus some fraction of carbides stayed stable at the room temperature.

The presence of cementite in the specimen after first IA step was confirmed by TEM analysis. (Fig. 6). Mn-rich cementite is commonly present in the microstructure of medium-Mn steels after the first IA step [31]. Some potential equilibrium fraction of \( \text{M}_7\text{C}_3 \) carbides is predicted based on the thermodynamic calculations (Fig. 7). However, their fraction is a few times lower compared to the cementite fraction, which is dominant. The applied non-equilibrium cooling rate decreases the opportunity for \( \text{M}_7\text{C}_3 \) precipitation. Therefore, the \( \text{M}_7\text{C}_3 \) carbides were not identified and observed in TEM studies.

The goal of the second IA step at a higher temperature is to replace partially or completely the ferrite with austenite during heating and soaking [14]. During final cooling some fraction of new-formed austenite transforms into fresh martensite, thus replacing the ferrite + austenite microstructure with a microstructure containing martensite, austenite and small fraction of ferrite [15]. The mechanism of austenite enrichment in C and Mn during second IA step is different than for the first IA step. It is well documented in literature [31] that Mn-rich carbides are formed during first IA step, which is typically conducted in a temperature range 650–700 °C. Formation of such carbides affects the amount and stability of retained austenite (RA) because lower concentrations of C and Mn are available in the solid solution. In the present study, all fraction of cementite dissolved during second IA because the second IA was conducted at a higher temperature (850 °C), at which Mn-rich cementite is not present according to Thermo-Calc calculations (Fig. 7). It is beneficial because carbon and manganese were released...
from the carbides and enriched the austenite. The applied heating rate affects the intensity of dissolution of Mn-rich carbides and thus RA of different stability was present in the microstructure.

The micrographs of specimens after second step of IA at 850 °C are shown in Fig. 8. The microstructure after second step of IA contains martensite, fine-dispersed RA and small fraction of ferrite. Two types of martensite can be observed in the microstructure. Martensite laths (M1) and small blocky non-etched martensite regions (M2) – Fig. 8 a-c.

Such dual-type martensite morphology can be related to the differences in a carbon and manganese content in austenite. The austenite which is less enriched in C/Mn can transform into martensite earlier (a higher $M_i$ temperature) during final cooling; thus this type of martensite is better developed and the substructure is visible. The non-etched martensite probably was formed later at a lower $M_i$ temperature as a result of transformation of primary austenite present in the microstructure before second IA or austenite that was more enriched in C/Mn during second IA step [34]. The microstructure of the specimen heat-treated by using the highest heating and cooling rates seems to be more heterogeneous (Fig. 8a). It is due to the shorter time for homogenization of C/Mn distribution in the individual austenite grains. Due to short duration of second IA step (30s), the full homogenization of newly formed austenite in terms of C and Mn contents was not possible because Mn slows the dissolution rate of C in cementite. The C/Mn content in RA formed at ferrite-cementite interface is higher than in RA formed at
Therefore, it is logical to assume that a RA characterized by different stability is present in the microstructure (Fig. 8a-c).

The methodology for distinguishing M1 and M2 martensites is based on the approach used for quenching and partitioning steels [35]. In this type of steels some fraction of martensite (called M1 martensite) forms during quenching (first step of QP-type heat treatment) besides of austenite. During second step (partitioning) austenite is stabilized by carbon partitioning from martensite laths. However, some fraction of unstable austenite transforms into martensite upon final cooling to room temperature. This type of martensite (called M2-martensite) is characterized by high dislocation density due to its relatively low Ms temperature. Figs. 9a, 10a and 11a show the image quality (IQ) maps combined with phase distribution maps. RA (marked in blue) in a form of thin layers or very fine grains located between the martensite laths or ferrite was observed in all samples. However, the highest fraction of this phase was noted for the specimen heated with the lowest rate (Fig. 9a). RA of film-type morphology is more stable than RA in a form of large blocky grains due to its higher carbon content. A lattice distorted by crystalline defects, such as dislocations, subgrain boundaries, and internal stresses affected a Kikuchi pattern quality leading to lower IQ values [36,37]. Dislocations and stacking faults present in a blocky-type austenite are the zones of martensite nucleation [37]. EBSD maps indicate that the differences in applied heating and cooling rates have no substantial effect on the size and morphology of RA. The differences in the heating rates were not sufficient to cause the grain refinement effect [23]. The results of STEM observations presented in Fig. 12 show that the applied heating/cooling rate ranges have no significant effect on the grain size and morphology of all microstructural constituents. The thickness of martensite laths is in a range from ~50 nm to ~300 nm independently on the applied heating/cooling rate.

EBSD maps (Fig. 9b, 10b, and 11b) show that ferrite observed on IQ maps is located in the brightest areas with the highest pattern quality due to the lowest dislocation density. In the present study, the M1 and M2 types of martensite are characterized by different C/Mn content and also different defects density. Martensite with a low C/Mn content (M1), which was formed as a result of transformation of C/Mn-depleted austenite during final cooling, can be also observed in the areas of
Fig. 9. EBSD maps of investigated steel after second IA step performed at 850 °C for 30s, heated and cooled at rates of 3 °C/s and 60 °C/s, respectively: a) and b) image quality maps (different magnifications) combined with phase distribution map (RA marked in blue); c) kernel average misorientation (KAM) map; M2 – martensite formed later during final cooling to the room martensite (yellow circles). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 10. EBSD maps of investigated steel after second IA step performed at 850 °C for 30s, heated and cooled at rates of 80 °C/s and 10 °C/s, respectively: a) and b) image quality maps (different magnifications) combined with phase distribution map (RA marked in blue); c) kernel average misorientation (KAM) map. M2 – martensite formed later during final cooling to the room martensite (yellow circles). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 11. EBSD maps of investigated steel after second IA step performed at 850 °C for 30s, heated and cooled at rates of 80 °C/s and 60 °C/s, respectively: a) and b) image quality maps (different magnifications) combined with phase distribution map (RA marked in blue); c) kernel average misorientation (KAM) map; M2 – martensite formed later during final cooling to the room martensite (yellow circles). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
high IQ parameter due to less density of dislocations. This martensite has also a higher $M_s$ temperature. Martensite (M2) formed during final cooling as a result of transformation of austenite with a higher C/Mn content represents the areas with the lowest IQ parameter due to higher lattice distortions (Fig. 9b, 10b, 11b). The retained austenite is located in darker areas of intermediate IQ value. The high-C and high-Mn martensite has low $M_s$ temperature. In order to more precisely indicate areas of different dislocation density, kernel maps were also analyzed (Fig. 9c, 10c and 11c).

The areas represented by martensite with higher C/Mn content (M2) were marked on kernel maps (Fig. 9c, 10c and 11c). They were also identified using linear analysis of IQ parameter (Fig. 13) whereas Fig. 14 shows the selected areas with the lowest IQ parameter corresponding to the M2-type martensite. The linear analysis of IQ parameter distribution in the specimen after second IA step heated at rate of 3°C/s and cooled at 60°C/s (Fig. 13) shows that RA is located near martensite with a higher C/Mn content (M2). This type of martensite is characterized by higher hardness than the low-C martensite (M1). Hence, the RA is stabilized through hydrostatic pressure provided by this microstructural constituent [38]. However, the presence of M2-type martensite in the microstructure may have a negative effect on mechanical properties because hard regions can act as stress concentrators and potential crack initiation sites. Such tendency was observed by Diego-Calderon et al. [39] and De Knijf et al. [35] in Quenching and Partitioning (QP) steels. They found that fresh martensite with high dislocation density triggered the void formation. It is related to its lower ductility and lower ability to accommodate the deformation. The interfaces between M2 martensite and M1 martensite or M2 martensite and RA may act as potential nucleation sites for voids and/or cracks. The regions containing microstructural constituents characterized by very low IQ parameter were highlighted in Fig. 14b. Such regions correspond to M2-type martensite (Fig. 14c). It can be seen that such areas are not dominant in the microstructure, which is advantageous in terms of mechanical properties [35,39].

The TEM (transmission electron microscopy) and STEM (scanning transmission electron microscopy) techniques allowed to distinguish the individual structural constituents (Fig. 15). The RA nucleated at grain boundaries of ferrite was less enriched in Mn (~7.1–8.2 wt%, point 1), while the RA formed at ferrite-cementite interfaces was more enriched (~11.4 wt% Mn, point 2) – Fig. 15a and b. It is also documented in literature [40] that for the short intercritical annealing at 650°C within 3–35 s, a small increase of Mn content in austenite was observed besides of RA enrichment in C. The differences of Mn content in austenite affects its stability. TEM bright field image and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern corresponding to the retained austenite obtained for the specimen heated and cooled at rates of 80°C/s and 60°C/s were shown in Fig. 15c and Fig. 15d, respectively. The presence of thin RA laths with a thickness of 50 nm was observed.

The results obtained by using EBSD technique refer to relatively small areas of the specimen; thus quantitative analysis of the RA fraction is not very accurate [41]. Therefore, the X-ray diffraction method was used to evaluate better statistically the volume fraction of RA obtained for different heat treatment conditions (Table 2). The volume fraction of retained austenite in the initial state (after first IA) was calculated as 19.4%. The microstructure after second IA step contains martensite, fine-dispersed RA and small fraction of ferrite. During annealing at
850 °C, the fraction of austenite was high (Fig. 7) and thus almost all fraction of this phase transformed into martensite during cooling to room temperature. The amount of RA was the smallest (3.1% vol.) for specimens after second IA step performed using heating and cooling rates of 80 °C/s and 60 °C/s, respectively. The XRD method allows to distinguish the volume fraction of BCC and FCC phases. The fractions of austenite (FCC) for particular heat treatment variants are shown in Table 2. Ferrite and martensite are BCC phases; thus it is not possible to distinguish them based on the XRD method. However, taking into account that a ferrite fraction after second IA was very small (Fig. 8a-c), it can be assumed that the remaining volume fraction in Table 2 is martensite. The average fractions of martensite for particular heat treatment variants were listed in Table 2. Obtained results are in good agreement with the dilatometric data (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) and they are also consistent with the trend of the EBSD measurements (Figs. 9-11). The fractions of RA in specimens after DSIA were relatively small: from 3.1%vol. to 5.1%vol. This is related to the high annealing temperature of 850 °C, at which a high fraction of intercritical austenite was formed. However, the significant fraction of this intercritical austenite was insufficiently enriched in C and Mn and consequently unstable at room temperature. In case of steel produced via one-step IA, the fraction of RA is usually from 20% to 40% [4–7]. However, the aim of the second annealing step is to produce a high fraction of low-C martensite instead of soft ferrite in order to increase strength properties of medium-Mn steels and to reduce the difference in hardness between particular microstructural constituents. It is beneficial to the local deformability of sheet edges [12,13]. The amount of RA obtained in this study is at a similar level to quenching and partitioning (QP) steels with the microstructure composed of low-C martensite and retained austenite [35,41].

The main contribution to mechanical properties in steels produced via the double-step IA and QP heat treatments is due to low-C ductile martensite and the TRIP effect to a lesser extent.

Results obtained by Glover et al. [14] showed that the replacement of ferrite with low-C martensite in the final microstructure improves the strength-ductility product of 0.14C-7.14Mn–0.21Si steel. Moreover, the formation of this low carbon martensite prevents discontinuous yielding of investigated steel due to introduction of a large volume fraction of mobile dislocations. The mechanical properties investigations are a subject of ongoing studies.

4. Conclusions

Effects of different heating and cooling rates on the microstructure of double soaked intercritically annealed Al-alloyed medium-Mn steel was studied in detail by using microscopic techniques of different resolutions. The following conclusions were drawn:

- The proposed heat treatment resulted in the formation of complex microstructures containing a small fraction of ferrite, retained austenite and two types of martensite for all applied heating and cooling rates. Lath martensite less enriched in C/Mn and blocky martensite characterized by higher C/Mn content were identified. RA is located near the martensite more enriched in C/Mn.
- Applied heating rates remarkably affect the kinetics of austenite formation during second IA step. A lower heating rate (3 °C/s) results in more stable austenite due to the longer time for enriching this phase in C and Mn from ferrite, primary austenite and Mn-rich cementite.
- Application of a low heating rate of 3 °C/s in combination with a high cooling rate of 60 °C/s resulted in the highest thermal stability of retained austenite and its highest fraction (5.1 vol%) in the final microstructure. It is related to more homogenous distribution of C/Mn within this phase.
The applied range of heating and cooling rates have no significant effect on the grain size and morphology of all microstructural constituents.
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Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Type (after first IA)</th>
<th>Fraction of FCC phase (RA), % vol.</th>
<th>Fraction of BCC phase (martensite and ferrite), % vol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial state (after first IA)</td>
<td>19.4 ± 2.3</td>
<td>80.6 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850_80_60</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.8</td>
<td>96.9 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850_80_10</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>95.8 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850_3_60</td>
<td>5.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>94.9 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The applied range of heating and cooling rates have no significant effect on the grain size and morphology of all microstructural constituents.
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